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THE ECONOMIC EFFECT
ALLOTMENT ON SP

WHEAT-FALLOW FARM

THE ACREAGE
IALIZED
IN OREGON

toment of the PrOb].

For several decades wheat production has been

outpacing wheat eonsumption. n 1953 the 160 million

people of the UnIted States cosumed less wheat for food

than was consumed by 92 millio people in the United

States in 1910, During this s me 43year period, the

production of wheat trended up ard, The 1953 produc-

tion was 1.8 times as large as the 1910 production.

From 1910 through 1957 th price of wheat has been

above parity in only 138 of th 5614. months involved.

From July 1927 to July 1957 th price of wheat rose

above parity during only 30 of the 360 months. Wheat

prices have risen above parity during war and postwar

periods and during a few insta ces of small domestic

crops. At other times prices ave been below parity (13,

p. l9-2!).

DurinLT periods of unsatis actory price re1ation.

ships, wheat farmers in specia.ized areas may extensify,

intcnsify, or both, While incoased productive effort
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may be the beet adjustment for the individual farm

operator to make, the added production, in the aggre-

gate, may cause the price of wheat to fall to even more

unsatisfactory levels,

To cope with this apparent paradox, wheat farmers

have attempted to use group action to regulate produc-

tion and marketing in order to increase the net returns

to individual operators. The first attempt at group

action came in the late 1920's when farmers set up

cooperatives in order to secure some control over wheat

prices. These cooperatives failed largely because they

were not able to control the actions of errant members

and nonmembers.

When within-industry actions had failed, the wheat

industry turned to the federal government for aid. Aid

came first in the form of price supportirg loans made to

wheat soiling organizations by the Federal Farm Board,

The Federal Farm Board also set up a wheat stabilization

corporation to acquire and hold stocks of wheat that

could not be sold at satisfactory prices. Although the

Farm Board was sot up with long run objectives, it was

not prepared to cope with the extreme conditions which

followed the stook..xnarket crash in 1929.

The programs which replaced the Federa.1 Farm Board

legislation were more regulatory. The Agricultural



Adjustment Act of 1933 gave the Secretary of Agriculture

power to use specific methods to reduce farm production.

The reduction was to be financed through processing taxes

levied on specific commodities. In 193Li. about 80 percent

of the nation's wheat acreage was entered into contracts

to reduce acreage. Approximately 7.5 million acres were

taken out of production the first year. Benefit payments

amounted to 98 million and collections from processing

taxes reached l33 million.

In 1936 the Supreme Court found the processing taxes

and acreage reduction contracts unconstitutional. To

replace the old AAA programs, the Sol]. Conser'ation and

Domestic Allotment Act of 1936 was passed. Direct pay

ments were made to farmers who shifted their resources

from "soil depleting crops" (of which wheat was one) to

"soil conserving crops." The 1938 AAA added national

acreage allotments, marketing quotas, and flexible loan

payments to the basic tenents of the earlier Act. The

basic legislation has not been changed since that time

(3, p. 276315).

Government programs during and immediately following

World War II encouraged expansion of production. From

the beginning of World War Ii through the Jorean conflict,

the supplies of wheat never reached unmanageable propor-

tions. When the orean conflict ended, the Commodity
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Credit Corporation's price supporting loan program again

became the moat important determinant of wheat prices.

Increased productive capacity threatened to result in

carryovers too large to nnage effectively, To reduce

this threat, acreage controls were reinstituted for the

l95t. crop.

Since 1955 total wheat acreage on commercial wheat

farms has been restricted to 55 million acres nation-

ally. After adjustment toi risk and unusual circum-

stances, individual farmers have been required to reduce

their acreage by up to LO percent of the average acreage

they planted during the 1951-53 base period.

Oregon's wheat-fallow farmers have been asked to

reduce wheat acreage by about 35 percent in each of the

crop years since 1955. Farms in the area are special-

ized n the production of wheat and alternative crops

are limited. Farm operators are critical of existing

programs because the programs do not allow suffici*nt

flexibility in a summer-fallow area where alternative

crops are low income and high risk ventures,

Operators have responded to these conditions by

adopting a number of yield increasing raetices, Most

important of these is fertilization, which has been

adopted by operators at an amazingly rapid rate. Prior

to l99 less than 10 percent of the farmers in the area
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applied fertIlizer, whereas in 1956 over 60 percent were

using some form of corrniiercial fertilizer (22, p. 1).

Census data indicate that by l95I yields were 20 percent

above the 5year average. This Increase may be attri

buted priiiarily to the use of fertilizers and ideal

growing conditions in the early l9's.

Chemical pesticides and new varieties have also

been advanced as means of increasing yields. Spray

materials have helped considerably but new varieties are

slow inbeing developed and as yet have not contributed

greatly to increased productivity,

Even though these various attempts to Increase

productivity have been relatively successful, farm oper

ators in the area are faced with a cost price squeeze of

increasirg severity. Some adjustments in farm organiza-

tion are necessary under an acreage allotment program.

Operatios must be adjusted to make use of idle land,

labor, and machinery, The question is, under given

allotment conditions, how have Oregon's wheatfallow

farmers reorganized their farms and what has been the

result in terms of net farm income?

The main purpose of this study is to provide up-to-

date information on recent changes In farm organization



and through the use of budgets, to make comparisons of

farm incomes under different price, yield, and method of

farming conditions. Nore specifically, it is intended

to use budget analysis to determine the effects of the

recent acreage allotment programs upon the net income on

farms of representative sizes,

To accomplish this aim it was necessary to (1)

determine the Organizational changes which have taken

place on Oregon's wheat4allow farms during the past

three years and (2) secure basic cost data for budgeting

purposes from farm operators and other available sources.

Chapter II descrIbes the study area and the methods

which were used in later chapters, Chapter III presents

a detailed surnry of the organization of farms within

the area. chapter IV includes a presentation of the

budgets and statements about the comparisons between

budgets, Chapter V is a sum.ry of the thesis.

wo appendices are included. Appendix I deals with

the calculation f individual cost Items and Appendix II

describes the techniques used in arriving at a useable

relationship between wheat and barley yields.
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CHAPTER II

!4WWEt$M*)fI4

&rea of Study

The area studied is the wheat sunmier-fallow area of

north central Oregon, The area is made up of the agri-

cultural sections of Wasco, Sherman, Gilliam, Morrow,

and Uriatilla Counties. It is bounded by the Columbia

River to the north, and by mountain ranges on all other

sides. The area contains nearly 5 million acres of farm

land, Approximately 2 million acres are eropland and .92

million acres of crops are harvested in the area each

year.

This area produces between 2.25 percent and 2.5

percent of the total U, S. wheat crop, Over 80 percent

of the wheat grown in the area is white winter wheat

(13, p, 36). Approximately 67 percent of Oregonts

wheat is grown in the area.

Rainfall varies from 8 to 1 inches per year, This

quantity is inadequate to produce a crop each year so

one crop is taken from the land every two years with the

idle year used to accumulate 'aoisture In the soil. The

topography is gently s1opin plateaus and ro1lin. hills

cut by deep canyons and ravines. The canyons and ravines



often have steep walls covered with loose shale and have

little or no agricultural value.

Soils range from shallow, sandy soil with impermea

ble subsoil to deep, mellow soils with permeable ub

layers. Generally as altitude increases, soil depth

decreases and the erosion hazard becomes more serious.

Rainfall, topography, and soil, combine to divide

the suxnmerofallow area into subareas of high and low

productivity. The low productivity subareas may be

further divided into localities with water erosion

hazards and localities with wind erosion hazards. ?ig

ure I defines these various areas on a map (19, p. 8).

Farming in the area is highly specialized with

farms generally being large labor eztansve units. Table

I shows the relative importance of various types of farm

ing in the area. It can be seen that cash.grath farms

account for 36.5 percent of the farms, 87.8 percent of

the cropland, and 9L..5 percent of the winter wheat

acreage. Miscellaneous and unclassified farms, while

accounting for only 1 percent of the oropland, account

for 27.1 percent of the farms. This group i8 reported

by the census bureau as farms that derive soe Income

from the sale of horticultural products, sale of horses,

or sale of forest products. These are the small residen

tia]. and part.time farming units.
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Table 1. Nuxber of Farms, Total Cropland, and
Percent of Area's Winter Wheat Acreage by
Type of Farm in Oregon's Wheat Swnmer.
Fallow Area, 1954.

%or
Type of No. of Percent Total Total Av.Aeres Total

Farm Farms of all Acres Crop Cropland Winter
Farms Cropland land Per Farm Wheat

Acrea

Cash Grain 1,326 36,5 1,574,271 87,8 1,187 94.5

Livestock 485 13.4 99,573 5.5 205 2.3

Fruit,
Veg,, and
Field Crop

Dairy and
Poultry

General

Misc, and
Unolassi.
tied

376 10,3 48,254 2.7 128 1.4

264 7.3 16,306 0.9 62 .2

195 5,4 37,160 2.1 191 1.5

985 27,1 18,366 1.0 19 .1

Totals 3,631 100.0 1,793,930 100.0 525 100.0

Source: 1954 Census of Agriculture.

Even though only 5.5 percent of the area's crapland

is on livestock farms, livestock is the second most impa-

taut segment of the agricultural economy. The average

size of the livestock farm is 3,397 acres of which only

205 acres is cropland, The renminder is perinent

pasture ox' open rangeland, Livestock and livestock prod-

ucts annually account for about 15 pex'cent of the total

value of farm products sold in the area,
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Cash grain farms, as well as occupying the !najority

of the cropland resources and nearly all of the winter

wheat acreage, annually sell over L.O million dollars'

worth of farm products. This is over half of the total

value of all farm products produced in the area,

In the i94953 period nearly 12 times as many acres

were devoted to wheat as were devoted to barley (Table

2). In l97 the wheat acreage was only 1.7 times as

large as the barley acreage. The tremendous increase in

barley acreage in the last three years suggests that

nearly all the land shifted from the production of wheat

by the Acreage Aflotment PrograLl has bten used for the

production of barley. Table 2 indicates shifts in

acreages of small grains in recent years.

Table 2. Sll Grain Acreage in Oregon's Columbia
Lasin by Type of Grain for Selected Periods.

J(. 10 ' ,, I

Type Ày. of of of
of Acres 19149.. l9149. l9149-
rain l9b93 Acres Ày. Acres 3 Ay. LAcres 3 Av

Wheat 765,600 5614.,000 73.7 558,000 72,9 1496,100 614.8

Barley 614,600 2314,000 361.9 2148,000 383.5 296,000 1460.9

Oats 3,865 8,550 221.2 8,800 227.2 7,000 181.2

Source: 19514 Census of Agriculture.
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The study has a descriptive and an analytical phase

built on information collected from primary and second-

ary sources. The remainder of this chapter will describe

the collection of the data and will outline the general

steps of the analysis. The descriptive and analytical

phases will be presented in detail in later chapters.

Collection of the Data

Preliminary Survey

During the summer of 1956 it was determined from

Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation oftics

records that 156O farm operators in the Columbia Basin

had wheat acreage allotments for the 1955 crop year.

These allotments were distributed among cashgrain farms,

livestock farms, and general farms. For purposes of

this study it was decided to limit the sampling universe

to farms which were specialized in the production of

small grains and derived little or no income from other

sources. In order to eliminate those farms which did not

fall into this category, a preliminary survey was made to

gather basic information about each of the 1,560 farm

operators who had wheat acreage allotments in 1955.

Community and County officials of Agricultural
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Stabilization and Conservation Connittaee were contacted

arid questioned about each individual farm operator.

These interviews provided information regarding the size

of individual farming units, tenure of operators, employ

mont of land owner, other sources of income, and any

recent changes in ownership or organization. The results

of the preliminary survey are shown in Table 3.

Table 3 indicates that 733 farms wore eliminatød

from the sampling universe because they had nonwheat

enterprises. The majority of these farms LoU. into this

group because they had more than 500 acres of rarigeland.

For purposes of this project, it was assumed that 500

acres of range was adequate to support a livestock enter

prise large enough to constitute an economic unit. This

Nearly all the farms in the special cases section of

Table 3 are farms on the Warm Springs Ind±an Reservation.

Although these farms do have acreage allotments and in

many oases derive all the farm income from the sale of



Table 3. Classification or Farms with Wheat
Allotment in 1955, Oregon 'Wheat Sununer-
Fallow Area.

uniberi ct. of Totaf

Farms with other farm
ezterprises

Nore than 500 acres rangeland 551 35,3

8ubstantial livestock enter-
prise on less than 500 acres 67
rangeland

Irrigated land arid cattle
enterprise 62 1.O

Farm enterprises other then
wheat of primary importance 53 3.11.

Total 733 1j7.Q

{R!!L!T )J1WjU

1'

Operator holds full-time
off-farm employment 69

Farm operated on custom basis 28 1.8

Total 239 15.3

Special eases

Farms on Indian Reservation 77 11.9

Retirement units 2 .1

Land left idle 2 .1

Total 81 5.2

Specialized wheat farms 507 32.5

ii tarm.mits 1,560 100.0
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wheat, they were excluded from the sampling universe.

it is known that many of these people have nonfarm income.

It is also known that farming conditions on the reserva-

tion differ considerably from conditions in the remainder

of the area,

As a result of the elimination of those three groups

of farms, the number of farms included in the sampling

universe was reduced to 507. This indicates that of the

1,560 farms in Oregon's Columbia Basin which had wheat

acreage allotments in 1955 only 507 or 32.5 percent were

being operated as specialized wheatfallow farms in 1957.

Sampling Technique

Before drawing the sample, the 507 farm units were

stratified by cultural practice and size. Cultural

practice refers to a sequence of field operations or a

method of farming. In the study area three major types

of cultural practices are used; the moldboard plow,

trashy fallow (sometimes referred to as stubble mulch)

and a combination of the two. These practices are

described in detail on page 27. It is important to make

a distinction between these cultural practices since

machinery inventories, costs of production, and timing

of field operations vary considerably between the dif

ferent methods. information necessary to stratify by
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cultural practices was obtained from Soil Conservation

Service employees in the study area.

There are many measures of size but in this study

the only measure used was the number of acres in the

farm, It was felt that this measure would be adequate

to describe farm size in a highly specialized area such

as the study area is, ¶o stratify b size, the following

size groups were chosen:

Small farm 0 - 720 acres cropland

Medium farm 721 11i40 acres cropland

Medium-large farm 11441 2400 acres cropland

Large farm Over 2400 acres cropland

The chief consIderation in the determination of the size

groups was the range of acreages a specific complement of

machinery could handle. The preliminary survey and prior

analysis indicated that one set of equipment could be

u,ed to farm any acreage within a particular size group

but to move from one group to another, a different set

would be needed Necessarily, the determinatIon at these

size groups was subjective and to a certain extent arbi

trary. The results of the stratification are shown In

Table 14..

A random sample of five farms plus three alternates

was selected from each cell where possible, An attempt

was made to contact each of the five in the sample before



any alternates were approached. In only two cells of

the stratification was it necessary to draw more alter-

nates in order to contact the desired number of farm

operators.

Table 14. Specialized Wheat-Fallow Farms in Oregon's
Columbia Basin Stratified by Size and
Cultural Practices Followed, 1957.

... ..- . .: :. . .
Limber Size Groups

Cultural of
I .1

Practice Farms S11 J Medium' Ned1 Lg,' Large
(no.) (no.) tno.) (no.)

Moldboard Plow 367 158 ISO Ii.8 U
Trashy Fallow 95 19 27 314. 15

Combination 6 22 13 14.

Total 507 183 199 95 30

The Farm Survey

The farm survey was carried out in the winter and

spring of 1958, The questionnaire was directed at

obtainIng information regarding changes in farm organi-

zation and basic cost data adequate for budgeting pm'.

poses. During the farm survey it was found that severa.1

farms tell into coils different from those indicated by

the preliminary survey. There are two major reasons for

this occurring. First, preliminary information may have

been inaccurate. County and community ASC officials are



not always sure of the organization or size of all farms

in their area. Second, and more important, are the

changes made in farm size and organization between the

time the preliminary survey was made and the time of the

final farm survey.

Records were taken from 614. farm operators, Sixty

two of these records were useable in the analysis, Of

the 62 useable records, 33 were found to be in a cell

different from that indicated by the preliminary survey.

Table 5 indicates the number of useable records obtained

within each of the cells in the sampling universe.

Table 5, Number of Useable Records Obtained From
Farms of Different Size arid Cultural
Practice.

Cultural Size Grout,

Moldbaard Plow 6 8 5 5 24

Trashy Fallow 5 6 6 5 22

Combination 2 5 5 4 16

Total 13 19 16 14 62

The Mail (uestionnaire

ar1y in the analysis it was found that accurate

information on costs of repairing farm machinery was riot

readily available, To overcome this, a short questiorai



was mailed to each of the 62 farm operators from whom a

useable farm record was taken,

The questionnaire form was divided into sections

dealing With tractor repairs, combine repairs, tillage

equipment repairs, and the total farm repair bill, ach

section included questions regarding cash expenditures

top parts and skilled labor. Questions on the man days

of labor spent by the operator in repairing machinery

were also included.

Twenty..one of the 62 farmers in the survey rsspond

ed to this mail questionnaire. Of those that responded,

20 records were completed in detail. The remaining two,

while not as detailed as the others, still contained

sufficient information to b uzaable.

1ethod of Analysis

The data collected in the above manner were analyzed

and refined for use in establishing budgets, Since the

early years of this century, researchers in the field of

farm management have put budgets to a number of uses.

Some conunon uses are (1) comparing types of organization

for farms of various sizes, (2) reorganization of select-

ed farms, (3) comparing alternative enterprises, and (Ii)

comparing methods of farming or cultural practices,

budgeting otters considerable flexibility in that



individual items within the budget may b modified in

response to changing auawnptions regarding prices, inputs,

or the overa1l farm organization. It has the advantage

of being simple yet fairly accurate1 It avoids the

complexities of cost accounting or multiple correlation.

ven though budgeting presents "answers" in dollars and

cents terms, it is highly subjective. The reliability

of final results in budgeting depends upon the accuracy

with which assumptions wore nrnde earlier in the

procedure (10, p. 29-32).

Budgets were prepared for farms of varying sizes

and cultural practices. In order to ascertain the

effects of allotment programs in the wheat-fallow area,

the net farm income and the return to labor and !YflaSe-

ment were calculated in each budget, These measures were

compared to the same measures syntohaized for farms of

similar or&anization with no acreage restrictions,

To make further comparisons grain prices were varied

and measures of cost per 100 dollars of income were

introduced. These comparisons were nde to provide

information on the returns to scale in cash-grain farming

under allotment conditions.

Cost curves were dovolQped to provide information on

the economies of size in wheat farming. Tbs was done by

varying the acres of eropland within each size group.



These curves are presented in Chapter IV.

The individual items within each budget were

calculated from primary and secondary data, They are

explained separately in Appendix A. The budgets them

selves appear in Chapter IV. Chapter III is used to

describe more fully the organization of wheat farms in

the study area,



CHAPER III

ORGANIZATION OP WHFTFALLOW FARMS

detail the organization of specialized wheat farms in

the study area, The discussion has been broken down

into the following subtopics: Farm size, tenure patterns,

the livestock enterprise, trends in cultural practices,

soils, fertilization, and investments required for

farniing,

Farm size

Census data as well as public opinion indicate that

the average aize of farming units in the study area has

increased in the past decade, However, zesults of the

farm survey show that in the five years 195L. through

1958, there has been no significant change in the size of

the specialized wheat..fallow farms which were visited.

Of the 62 farms visited, 53 have not changed in size

since prior to 19514.. Of the remaining nine, six have

increased in size while three are now operating on a

smaller scale than they were in l9514. It is important to

point out that this observation applies only to the 62

farms actually visited. The sampling procedure was not

of the type that would permIt inferences about the entire



population of wheatfa11ow farms (8, p. 6Si1o).

The average size of small farms did not change at

all during the 19514. through 1958 period in 1958 the

medium farms were only 96,7 percent as large as they

were in 1951i., By 1958 the size of medium1arge farms

had increased 0.6 percent while large farms had increased

1.9 percent over the 19514. acreage, The average size of

all firms in 198 was 99.9 percent of the 19514. average.

In the budgets the small size group is represented

by a farm including 614o acres of cropland and 180 acres

of noncropland, This particular size was chosen because

it is the modal size of U small farms visited, oorrect

ed to the nearest acreage used commonly in legal descrip

tions, The acreagee of cropland and noncropland used to

represent the other size groups in the budgets were

chosen in a similar way. Table 6 shows the acreages

chosen for use within each of the size groups.

Table 6, Crop3.and, oncropland, and the Total
Acreagea Used in Formal Budgets for
Selected Size Groups,

Size Acres of
I

Acres of Total
Group I Cropland Noncropland Acres

Small 614.0 180 820

Medium 960 20 1280

MediurnLarge 2000 320 2320

Large 3200 180 3380



Temwe Patterns

Over 60 percent of the cropland in the study area

is farmed by tenant operators. Of the 62 farms visited

in the farm survey, 16 were fully owned by their opera

tars, 28 were partially owned, and 18 were operated by

tenants. The 16 farm operators who leased part or all

of their farm land were participants in 109 lease con

tracts. One large operator was farming land owned by

10 individuals.

There is considerable variation among lease con

tracts but nearly all have the following characteristics:

(1) The landowner receives one.tbird of any crop

grown on the land,

(2) The landowner supplies onethird of the ferti'.

user applied to any crop.

(3) The landowner finances the maintenance and

repair of permanent buildings and fences,

() The tenant supplies machinery, labor, and

capital necessary to produce a crop.

Generally there is some noncropland adjacent to the crop

land being leased. The common practice is to give the

tenant use of the noncropland at no additional charge.

The lease contracts were divided about equAlly be

tween written and verbal forms with 52 being verbal ar

53 written. Verbal leases are on a year to year basIs



but are generally extended over many years. Some tenants

with verbal leases are so confident of their tenure that

they have made heavy investments in permanent buildings

on rented land.

Written leasa are written for an average of 6.3

years. Even though they assure the tenant of land to

farm for a period of years, farm operators do not cons1.

der written leases as secure as verbal agreements,

Farms of varying size have different proportions of

owned and leased land. Small farms are generally either

totally owned or totally leased by the operator. For

budgeting purposes it was assumed that the small farm was

operated by a full.-tenant operator, The other three size

groups rent the following proportion of the cropland which

they farm:

Medium farm - 33.3 percent

edium-Large farm 72.0 percent

Large farm 60.0 percent

The Livestock enterprise

The l91 Census of Agriculture shows that nearly Bo

percent of all oashgrain farms in the study area have

livestock enterprises, The farm survey revealed that 68

percent of the specialized wheat.failow farms had some

live stock.



Cattle is the most important type of lveatock

enterprise in the areas Over 83 percent of those farms

reporting livestock had a beef cow enterprise. The aver-

age number of cows per farm in l97 was 22.8. Although

the number of farms with cattle enterprises did not

increase between l9 and 19S7, the number of cattle on

farms increased by nearly 10 percent. The most common

reason given for not increasing cattle numbers more was

that the available rangeland was being fully utilized.

Only three of the farms visited had hogs and only

one had a commercial flock of sheep. Even though there

is an abundance of locally grown feed suitable for hogs,

farm operators have historically been reluctant to pro-

duce hogs. Recent pressure from cooperative organiza-

tions t the area has increased the number of hogs

slightly but commercial-grain farmers are not seriously

considering hogs a a potential source of income, Sheep

are grown in great numbers around the perimeter of the

wheat summertallow region but are not common on the

theat farms.

The average gross ineoe from livestock and live-

stock products held fairly close to 2000 dollars per year

for the l95-7 period. The medium and medium..large

farms received slightly more than thIs on the average

while the small and large farms received slightly less.



Even though 68 percent of the specialized wheat-

fallow farms derive some of their income from the sale

of live8tock and livestock products, the livestock

enterprise was excluded from the analysis. The two

enterprises, wheat and livestock, normally exist entirely

independent of each other with livestock being present

oniy to utilize noncroplarid and the labor of the operator

during the slack seasons, Although the presence or

absence of a livestock enterprise may influence decisions

regarding use of diverted acres, it does not alter the

basic effect of the acreage allotment program on wheat-

tallow farms. Because of this and because livestock is

nearly always considered to be a relatively minor enter-

prise on wheat-fallow farms, it was decided to make the

analysis without including a livestock enterprise,

Trends in Cultural Practices

Three important cultural practices are followed in

the study area: moldboard plowing, trashy fallow, and a

combination of both of these. As mentioned previously,

a cultural practice refers to a sequence of field opera-

tions performed throughout the crop year,

Moldboard plowing is historically the most important

cultural practice among wheat-tallow farmers in Oregon.

Under this practice the ground lies idle from harvest



until early spring when it is broken with a moldboard

plow, The plowing operation turns all the stubble under

and leaves the soil open to erosive effects of wind and

rain. During the summer a number of lighter field oper

atione are performed to control weeds and to prepare a

seedbod for fall planting. Th.s practice 15 followed on

the deeper and heavier soils of the study area,

In recent years the Soil Conservation Service has

promoted the use of trashl fallow in localities where

there arü erosion hazards. When this practice is used,

the land lies idle from harvest until early spring, At

this tbie a sweep plow the Graham Hoeme type is pulled

through the ground at a depth of from five to seven

inches. Immediately after this operation the surface is

broken Slightly with a disc or skew treader to scatter

the stubble evenly across the surface. This practice

keeps the crop residue on the surface as protection

against erosion. The summer weed controlling operations

do not differ greatly from those performed when moldboard

plows are used (20, p. 3-29).

The third cultural practice is a combination of the

previous two. It is used on those farms which have an

erosion hazard on only part of their land. On farms

using a combination of cultural practices the proportion

farmed with each practice varies considerably. In the



budgets the combination terms are assumed to have half

of the land farmed wIth moldboard plows while the other

half is under trashy fallow.

Table 7 shows the sequence of fIeld operations

pert orned on wheat and barley under the two cultural

practices indicated.

Soil

The type of soil on a particular farm bears a close

relationship to the farm's organization. It has been

previously mentioned that the typo of soil may influence

the choiciof cultural practice to be used on the farm.

The productivity of the soil also influences the per acre

value of cropland. Figure 2 is included to show the

relationship between proiuctivity of soil and the apprais-

ed value of cropland. In this study it 1 assumed that

the average productivity of cropland before fertilization

on moldboard plow and combination farms is 30 bushels of

wheat per acre. On traahytallow farms the productivity

before rertlitsation is 23 bushels per acre,

Soile in the area are the dark brown, nearly

neutral, friable, types found in the Walla Walia, Condon,

and Morrow series, The areas of low productivity

(Figure 1) have shallow, sandy soils underlain with

impermeable claypans, The higher productivity areas



Table 7. Sequence of field operations for wheat and barley on specialized cashgrain farms
by cultural practices.

Tear Season
Moldboard Plow Trashy Jallow

Jnat
I

Barley Lbeat Barley

7a11 Rod. Weed, Perti- Rod Weed ?ertilize, Seed Rod Weed.

lize, Seed

Crop Tear Winter None None None None

8pring Spray Rod, Spring Spray Rod, Seed
Tooth, Seed

Summer Combine Combine Combine Combine

i'all None None None None

lallow Tear Winter None None None None

Spring plow, Spring Plow, Spring Graham Eoeme, Graham Hoeme,
Tooth Tooth Disc Disc

Suner Spike Tooth, Spike Tooth, Rod 3 Times Rod. 3 Times
Rod 2 Times Rod 2 Times

0



have deeper, heavier textured soils underlain with aemi-

permeable to permeable subsoil (12, p. 11).

The type of soil, as well as influencing the

cultural practice used, the value of the land, and per

acre production also is an important consideration in

determining the quantity of fertilizer to apply. The

following paragraphs deal with the application of terti

lizer to farms in the area.

Fertilization

Fertllizer has been mentioned as one of the yied

iucreasrig technologies used by farm operators. Over 87

percent of the farms visited received some form of

nitrogen fertilizer4 Seventy.five percent of the farms

under moldboard plow, all the trashy-fallow farms and

87.S percent of the combination farms were fertilized.

The moldboard plow farms that were fertilized

received more pounds of actual nitrogen than did the

farms in the other groups. The average application to

moldboaz'd plow farms was 37.52 pounds. Trashy$allow

farms need an application of nitrogen in order to speed

decompo3itton of the crop residue which has been left on

the surface. The average application to trashy-fallow

farms was 33.97 pounds o± actual nitrogen. Farms under

a combination of cultural practices received an average



of 33.29 pounds of actual nitrogen.

Capital Investments

Wheat farm operators have large sums of money in..

vested in land, buildings, and uchinea. land arid

buildings ax's seldom sold separately but are often priced

separately. The value or buildings varies considerably

from farm to farm. For this study, one complement of

buildings was chosen for each size group irregardless at

the cultural practice used. The value of buildings fox'

each size group is as follows:

Small farm $2,700

Medium farm 5,6S0

Medium-Large farm - l2,27

Large farm 3l,82

The investment in buildings increases at a more

rapid rate than farm size. Thta is particularly notice-

able between the mediumlarge and large size groups.

The mediwn..large farm ha an investment in buildings

amounting to 6.14 dollars per acre. The figure for

large farms is 9.9 dollars. This particular point is

discussed more fully in Appendix I.

Cropland in the study area is priced with reference

to its productivity as is shown in Figure 2. In Figure 2

the appraised valuation of land as obtained from State
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and County assessment offictals was plotted against the

per acre productivity of the land. Rangeland varies

slightly in quality in the area but the tarn survey re

vealed the price to be fairly constant around 15 dollars

per acre. Thts price was used throughout the study.

The investment in machinery varies by size of farm

and cultural practice. More variation appears when

account is made for used machines commonly purchased by

the operators of smaller farms.

A tarn operator using trasby'tallow or a combination

of cultural practices can expect to have a higher irivest

ment in machinery than one who uses the traditional mold'

board plow. The equipment used to prepare trashytallow

is expensive and is so ew to the area that a market for

used equipment has not yet developed. Table 8 gives an

itemized account of items of equipment on each farm by

size of farm and cultural practice4 It also shows the

initial: investment made by the operator.

Total investments made by wheattal1ow farm operas-

tore are high. It can be seen from Table 8 that even the

operatoz' of a small farm using traahy..tallow must have an

investment of over 70,000 dollars, The large farm under

a combination of cultural practices represents an invest

mont ot over a quarter of a million dollars.



Table 8. Size and purchaa price of equiç*nent- _ inventories by size oZ

_____t11 Tar

fare aai-- cultural practic..
.- -i.a.1

_ --- -

Medim-Large Fare I Large Fain
-- - --

Itea of Equiaeit Siss )Iol&,oard
__

Plcjyrasby
__

FailoiijCnbinatio Mo1coard ?lcwlfraaby 7ail Combiu&tion flo3.dboard P1a
__

Traahy Fallout I

_
Ccbinatii MO1&oard Plovi frashy Fa11ca Cinat.toc

- Unit Siz Coat [Sins Cost[Siz. Coi' Sj Cost _ Ct _ Sizs Cost size

(Unit)

Cost

(fbi.)

_ Siss

(1nit)

Coet

(Dol.)

I Se

(Unit)

Cost

(Dol.)

Size

(Unit)

COBtI Size

(Doi.)(bnit)

Coet

(Dol.)

__ Size

(Unit)

Cost

(Do]..)(Unit) (Dol.) (Unit) (Dol.) (Unit) (Dol. (Unit) (Do]..) (Unit) (Do]..) (Unit) (Dol.)

First track-type tractr H.P. -6O h,7751 O_55 3,85&J I5...5O 55-60 1oo 6o-6 5,52 S-6O 6,87 'ro..5 8,175 70-75 8,hO 7O-7 9,1OO 6-7O 8,350 6S.-?O 9,850 70..75 10,650
5icid track-type tractor H.P. IO-15 2,625 Io-5o 6,275 1O-15 5,100 35-hO 1,850 60-65 7,800 60-65 5,7252/ oo-65 7,025
Third track-typ tractor H.P. 1o45 3,27S21 50-55 l,20Wheel tractor H.P. 25 1,050 28 2,100 28 1,800 21j 1,975 28 2,20 28 2,575 28 1,7c 25
Moldboard pl. Bta& 7 I50 8 725 8 825 8 575 10 1,000 10 900 17 1,675 20 2,775
Disc plow TSII 26 1,I50 15 1,225 28 575
Grah Homs ?St 9 550 20 525 2h 1,075 20 650 27 1,li5O 78 800 36 1,50 uS 1,625
Disc Feet 15 500 21& 825 26 65 32 1,250 20 825 35 1, Us 1,450
Spring-tooth harrow Feet 35 275 33 175 33 350 32 250 36 350 41 475 40 300 34 375 69 875 65 1*25 132 1,100
Spik-tooth harroi Feet 60 225 65 150 58 150 175 68 125 95 350 51 225 90 375
Rod weeder Feet 36 425 27 500 30 150 50 750 53 1,150 35 25 72 1,575 5 1,175 58 1,250 25 2,125 86 1,25 125 1,900
Drill Feet 30 775 21 900 27 1,075 30 1,000 48 1,685 35 1,225 50 1,700 Li6 1,575 44 1,275 7i 3,175 63 2,850 90 2,625
Spray rig
Pull-typs

Feet
Feet

34
18

150
3,450!!

30
14 3,675/

650 34 675 28 525 33
16

375 37 350 147 675 43 1475 37 1,100 146 625 58 1,050
eoibine 14 3,675 7,500 20 14,200 20 5,450 20 4,050 16 6,100 16 4,850

First self-propelled coebins Feet 1.6 8,175 16 6,825 16 6,400 16 8,175 18 9,575 16 7,800
SecoM self-propelled coebizM Feet 14 6,350 16 8,525 16 8,500
First truck Tons 1-1/2 1,350 1-1/2 1,725 1-1/2 2 ,b00 1-1/2 2,525 1-1/2 1,950 1-1/2 2,750 1-1/2 1,300 1-1/2 2 ,150 1-1/2 1,875 1-1/2 2,825 1-1/2 1,850 1-1/2 3,1.150
Second truck Tong 1-1/2 850 1-1/2 1,725 1-1/2 1,500 1-1/2 1,225 2 3,550 1-1/2 1,275 2 2,925 2 3,200 2 3,300 1-1/2 1,100 1-1/2 1,150 2 1,825
Third truck Tons 2 2,000 2 2,900 2 2,600 2 3,275 2 2,725
F oiwth truck Tons 2 2,425 2 2 ,825 2 2,650
Fifth truck Toe. 2 2,750
First pickup Tons 1/2 1,375 1/2 1,075 1/2 1,700 1/2 1,325 1/2 1,125 1/2 1,775 1/2 1,650 1/2 1,950 3/Is 2,700 1/2 1,825 34 2,575
Second pickup Tons 1/2 1,075 1/2 1,550 1/2 1,800

Total. cost inventory $14,100 $114,675 $16,550 $22,825 $27,450 $28,750 $34,75 $36,800 $37,875 161,000 $66,925 $72,900

Purcha second hand.



The organization ot wheatai1ow tarrn includes a

wide range of items. These items are best suimiarized in

table form. Table 9 auinrizea the basic organization

of the farms in the study area with reforence to both

cultural practice and size.
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Table 9. Summary of farm organizat1ci by cult'in'al ractica and size of farm

Cultural practice
and

Farm size Tenure Average
roductivity

Fertilizer

Uroplaml Kb.ne Pct. of farms Av. 1ba

size of farm Crop1 Range Total owned owned of soil receivii ./acre

(acres) (acres) (acres) (percent) (percent) (bushels) (percent) (pounds)

Moldboard Small 6W) 180 820 0 0 30 75 37.52

plow Medium 960 32Q 1,280 66.7 100 30 75 37.52

Medium large 2,000 320 2,320 28.0 100 30 75 3?.52

Large 3,200 180 3,380 110.0 100 30 75 37.52

Trashy Small 6110 180 820 0 0 23 100 3397

fallow Medium 960 320 1,280 66.7 100 23 100 33.97

Medium large 2,000 320 2,320 28.0 100 23 100 33.97

Large 3,200 180 3,380 110.0 100 23 100 33.97

Cc,bination Smal]. 6110 180 820 0 0 30 87.5 33.29

Medium 960 320 1,280 66.7 100 30 67.) 33.29

Medium large 2,000 320 2,320 28.0 100 30 87.5 33.29

Large 3,200 180 3,380 110.0 100 30 d7.5 33.29

Table 9. (continued)

Cultural practice
Investment in lath Iiivestaent Investjnit Total

Cropland Noricroplandand
in in invest-

size of farm
Total biii1.d1i machinery meat

Valu*,s Total valum Val/acre Total value

(dollars) (dollars) (dollars) (dollars) (dollars) (dollars) (dollars) (dollare

Moldboard

plow

Small
Medium
Medium large

135 86,1100

135 129,600
135 270,000

iS 2,700
15 14,800

15 11,800

89,100
1314,1100

2711,800

2,700
5,650

12,275

114,100

22,825
314,575

1U,9Q0
162,875
321,650

Large 135 1132,000 15 2,700 11314,700 31,825 61,000 527,525

Trashy Small 80 51,200 15 2,700 53,900 2,700 114,675 71,275

fallow Medium 80 76,800 15 14,800 81,600 5,650 27,145 1111,700

Medium large 80 160,000 15 14,800 1614,800 12,275 36,800 213,875

Large 80 256,000 15 2,700 258,700 31,825 66,925 357,1150

Coinaticm Small 135 86,1100 iS 2,700 89,100 2,700 16,550 108,350

Medium 135 129,600 iS 14,800 1311,1100 5,650 28,750 168,800

Medium large 135 270,000 15 14,800 2714,800 12,275 37,875 3211,950

Large 135 1132,000 15 2,700 11311,700 31,825 72,900 539,1125



Discussion to this point has been descriptive of

the study, the study area, and the farms within the

sampling universe, The remaining pages are devoted to

drawing the information together into budgets and oom

paring the results of the budgets.

Presentation of the Budgets

Four basic sets of budgets are presented, Three

sets are for farms operating under allotment conditions

while the fourth deals with farming in the preallotment

period. ach ot contains 12 individual budgets; one

for each size of farm within each of three cultural

practices. Therefore, a total or Lj.8 budgets were pre

pared.

The price of wheat is different in each set of

budgets representing allotment conditions. The first

set (Table 10) assumes the price to be 2.00 dollars per

bushel. The other sets (Tables 1]. and 12) assume l.7

dollars per bushel and 1.50 dollars per bushel

respectively.

Only one price level is assumed for wheat in the

set of budgets developed for the preallotment period.



Wheat was priced at slightly above 2.00 dollars per

bushel during the l9i.7.3 period so 2.00 dollars per

bushel was chosen to represent this period. Xt is bily

improbable that this price would be realistic in the

present period if there were no restrictions on wheat

acreages, For this reason it should not be assumed that

the income levels shown in Table 13 could be realized

today if acreage restrictions were lifted.

Various measures are used throughout the remainder

of the analysis to compare one budget with another. The

three that are used most often are riot farm income,

returns to labor and management, and cost per 100 dollars

of crop product.

Net farm income Ia found by subtracting total

expenses exclusive of interest on investments from the

total farm Income. The return to labor and management

is found by subtracting the interest on nvegtmente from

net farm Income. These two measures are useful in com

paring the actual dollar returns to operators in diffor.

ent farming situations,

The cost per 100 dollars of crop product is found

by dividing total expenses (not including interest) by

total receipts and multiplying the result by 100. This

measure Is used to determine the actual dollar outlay

required in order to realize 100 dollars from the sale of
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Table 10. Cost arid returns to operator on cash grain farms under allotment con1itto by cultural practice and siae of farm. 2.00 dollar wheat.

MO1dbO.rd. Plow T*shy laflow Cobine.tioriItu Sash M.d. Lg. Large Sash Medium M.d.. Lg, Lare Small Medium Med. Lg. Large(Dollars) (Dollars) (Dollars) (Dollars) (DoliareT
-

(Dollars) (Dollars) (Dollars) T1)oiiars) (Dollars) (Dollars) (Dollars)xp.nses
Real Property Tax 9114.1411 856.50 19714.77 607.23 587.70 1360.37 9114.1414 856.50 19711.77

1437.140

Persona]. Property Tax 814.60 136.96 207.116 371.86 58.06 1614.70 220.80 1401.56 99.30 176.514 227.26Track Type Tractor 1091.141 777.82 2628.98 3112.814 999.07 1611.00 268)4.36 14007.88 1195.29 1077)47 27514.28 36146.145Combine 785.18 1287,58 7914.13 29115.06 8143.146 1099.18 1172.69 3703.58 5143.146 1191.59 7214.140 3320.214Tillage 1quipent 257,50 1450.00 631.25 12814.141 328.16 706.25 9146.91 1203.16 14314.31 656.25 737.50 16814.141Wh..i Tractor -
209.65 2814.140 350.30 -- 288.30 290.80 -- 309.90 288.30 233.05Trucks 559.36 63o.o7 993.114 1721.99 6114.00 725.57 735.21 13514.78 633.21 6146.06 1100.78 11467.99Pickups 256.05 282.59 536.63 3614.141 2714.141 286.68 278.50 563.18 280.59 303.014 673.614lured Labor 390.00 1029.00 143140.00

1487.50

149140.00 3140.00 1035.00 1i000. 00 149110.00 620.00 950.00 2190.00
1487.50

5690.00Spray Kateria). 2110.00 360.00 1820.00 3614.00 5146.00 1137.50 780.00 532.00 297.00 1300.00Seed. 602.31 903.148 1882.25 3011.60 602.30 903.148 1582.25 3011.60 626.96 940.50 1959.35 31314.97fertilizer 568.63 1137.08 2025.140 31411.20 5l3.0 1026.15 1827.80 3078.140 1471.149 9142.95 1697.60 2828.80Buildings -- 528.83 777.141 2015.56 -
528.83 777.141 2015.58 528.83 777.141 2015.58Crop Insurance 1457.60 686.140 11430.00 2288.00 1157.60 513.36 1069.50 1711.20 1457.60 686.140 11430.00 686.140Genera]. Parm Insurance 129.65 183.814 61,914 527.03 127.24' 191.90 31i.20 571.7'i ii6.n a95.24'i. 28765 71.76Total Ixpensea 51152.2 9513.714 l5236.9 30139.05 5551.6ë 99115.33 17924.13 28993.614 6030.35 9796.97 15803.60 29665,145

Income
Wheat
Barley

Tots]. Income

101169,86

2771.714
20938.93
5555.27

37297.00
9895.20

62816.00
16665.60

8359.75
1971.30

16778.58
39142,115

29887.00
7Q.11O

50336.00
11$7.20

101469.56

2T177.714

20938.93
55'.27

37297.00
98'i20

62516.00
1bb650

132117.60 261411.20 147192.20 791481.60 10361.05 20721.33 36909.240 62163.20 132117.60 2611914.20 117192.20 791481.60

et 7ar Income J 7795.31 16980.146 28955.21 1493112.55 4809.145 10776.00 18955.27 33169.36 7217.25 16697.23 31388.60 149816.15Less Interest on Investment 1423,00 5k11.o 51198.23 1211411,53 14140.21 3986)49 11161395 9091.0 146.5Q 56145.1414 55972y 1247225
7372.31 11532.96 211720.19 37198.02 14369.17 6789.51 114820.32 214076.33 6720.75 11051.79 25791.37 373143.90

Returns to Labor & Management

Cost per $100 Cr-op Product 14i.i6 35.91 38.614 37.92 53.58 48.00 24.56 146.611 145.52 36.95 33.119 37.32

ome Less Total lxp.nses



Table 11. Costs and. returns to operators of cash grain farms by cultural practice and size of farm. 1.75 dollar wheat.

I tern

£xpe ns e s
Real Property Tax
Personal Property Tax
Tr3ck Type Tractor
Coib the
Tillae Equipment
Wheel Tractor
Tric k

Pjc1p5
Rired Labor

Spray Material
Seed
Yertilizer
Buildings
Crop Insurance
General 7arm Insurance

Total Lipenses

Inc oxe
Wheat
Barley

Total Incom&'

Li

Moldboard. Plow Trashl Pallow
1

Combination
Small Medium Med. Lg. Large Small Mid. Li. Large Small Medium Med.. Lt.

Dollars) (o1lars) (Doiis) (Dollars) (Dollars) (Dollars) Dol1are) (Dollars) (Dollars) (Dollars) (Dollars) (Dollars)

9114.414 856.50 19714.77 607.23 587.70 1360.37 9114.1414 856.50 19714.77
814.60 136.96 207.146 371.86 58.06 1614.70 220.80 11.01.56 99.30 176.514 227.26 147.140

1091.141 777.82 2628.98 3112.314 999.37 1611.00 26814.36 14OOi. 1195.29 1077.147 27514.28 366.145
785.18 1287.58 7914.13 29145.06 3143.146 1099.18 1172.69 3703.58 &4.L1.6 1191.59 724.140 3320.214287.50 14o.00 631.25 12814.141 328.16 706.25 9146.91 1203.16 1431.31 656.25 731.50 16314.141

209.65 2314.140 350.30 ----
283.30 290.80 309.90 288.30 233.05559.36 630.07 993.111 1721.99 614.00 725.57 731.21 1354.78 633.21 6146.06 1100.78 11467.99

256.05 282.59 536.63 3614.141 2714.141 286.68 278.50 563.18 280.59 303.04 673.614390.00 1025.00 1414o.00 149140.00 3140.00 1035.00 1400000 149140.00 620.00 950.00 2190.00 5690.00
2140.00 360.00 11375O 1820.00 36)4.00 5146.00 1137.50 780.00 532.00 297.00 1487.50 1300.00
535.39 803.11 1673.114 2677.02 535.39 803.11 1673.114 2677.02 557.143 836.18 1742.03 2787.27
563.63 1137.08 2025.140 31411.20 513.09 1026.15 1327.80 3078.140 1471.149 914.95 1679.60 2828.80--

528.83 777.141 2015.58 523.83 777.141 2015.58 ------- 528.83 777.141 2015.581400.16 600.214 1250.50 2000.80 11oo.i6 1451.20 9140.00 15014.00 1400,16 600.214 1250.50 600.24
129.65 183.814 6i.94 527.03 127.145 191.90 315,20 511.15 llo.T2 1&145 2878 571.75

5327.93 9327.21 178148.38 29517.27 51427.25 9782,80 1755.52 2852.06 5903.3$ 96u6.49 15406.78 29231.59

9161.12 18321.56 326314.38 314964,00 73141.03 114681.52 26151.13 141401414.00 9161.12
240.2 14860.86 868.30 1)4S2.140 1724.39 1149 614 6i44,6o 1o314,5O 240.52

23182.142 4l23.l8 695146.140 9065.92 1IL31.16 32295.13 514392.80 11591.614 23182.1+2 #l293.l$ 695146.140

et 7ar Income 6263.71 13855.21 23141414.30 140029.13 3628.67 83148.36 114710.21 259140.714 5688.26 13575.93 25886.140 1403114.81Legs Interest on Investment 423.00 1447.50 51493.23 1211414.53 440.23 3936)49 41614.9 093,03 £4%53 56+.+4 5'72 121472.5Returns to Labor & Manaement
5g14Zi.711 g1407.71 17946.57 27384.60 3198.39 14361.87 105145.26 168147.71 5191.76 7930.L.9 20289.17 273142.56

Cost per $100 Cro1 Product 145.96 140.23 43.22 1+2.1414 59.36 53.96 514.45 52.31 50.93 41.414 37.31 142.03
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TabIs 12. Cost and. returns to operators on cash grain farms tither a1lothert oondito*a by cultural practice aM size of fari. 1.50 dollar wheat.

to1&ord. p] Trasby Pallow Gination
-

8.1 Med. Lg. Large Smali Medium Med.. I.are Sll Msdlua Mad L LRrgAItea
(Dollars) (Dollar.) (Dollars) (Dollars) (Dollar.) (Dol1ars) (Dollars) (Dollars) (Dollars) (Dol1rs) (Dollars. (Doliara)

expenses
&sal Property Tax -

9114.14k $56.50 19714.77
88.06

607.23
1614.70

587.70 1360.37 9114.141+ $56.50 197)4.77
Personal Property Tax 814.60 136.96 207)46 371.86 220.80 40l.56 99.30 17.5i 227.26 1437)40
Track Type Tractor 1091.141 777.82 2628.98 3112.8)4 999.07 1611.00 26814.36 14007.88 1195.29 1077)47 275)4.28 36+6.45
Combius 785.1$ 1287.58 7914.13 29145.06 8143.146 1099.1$ 1172.69 3703.58 6143.146 1191.59 72'..1.e.0 3320.214
Tillage qu.ipaent 287.50 450.00 631.25 128)4.141 328.16 706.25 9146.91 1203.16 143)4.31 656.25 737.50 16814.14].

Wheel Tractor -- 209.65 2814.140 350.30 -- -

253.30 290.80 309.90 288.30 233.05
Trucks 559.36 630.07 993.114 1721.99 111.00 725.57 735.21 1351.7$ 633.21 6146.o6 iioo. 11467.99

Pickups 256.05 282.59 536.63 3614)4]. 27)4.141 286.66 278.50 563.18 280.59 303.014 673.6)1.
ired Labor 390.00 1025.00 1431tro.00 119140.00 3110.00 105.00 11000.O0 119140.00 620.00 950.00 2190.00

1487.50

5690.00
Spru Material 21+0.00 360.00 1487.50 1520.00 614.00 546.00 1137.50 780.00 532.00 297.00 ltOO.00
Seed. 1468.147 702.714 1146)4.02 23112.1414 1468)47 702.714

1026.15
111614.02 23142)414 147.$9 .87 15214.72 2139.56

Tertilizsr 3714.140 1137.08 2025.140 31411.20 513.09 1527.80 3078)4.0 1471.149 95 1679.60 2828.50
528.83 777.14]. 2015.55 528.8 777.141 2015.58 ---- 528:53 777.141 2015.55

Crop Insurance 3142.72 51)4.08 1071.00 1713.60 3142.72 38)4.24 800,50 1280.80 3)42.7 5114.08 1071.00 51)4.08
General Parm Inwuranc

Total Zxpenses
L29.6' 1s.5)4

1.r
27.0t 127)45 191,90 uao s7.7s 1i6.n 198.145 287.68 57175

5203.5 9111&b8 17 . 6 2595.11 5302. 9b].5.47 1723b.90 278914.28 5606. 71 91416.02 15009.97 25797. 72

Incos
Wbaat 7852.39 157014.20 27972.75 147112.00 6292.31 125814.16 221415,25 37752.00 7852.39 1570)4.20 27972.75 147112.00
Barley 2O$3.0 11i66.1# 7)421.140 121499.20 11478.141 2956.814 266.80 8870,140 2083.0 14166,145 71421.140 1:1499,20

9935.t9 19870.65 353914.15 59611.20 7770.7w 15541.00 27682.05 146622.140 9935.b9 19870.65 353914.15 59611.20Iota]. Income

lSt Yarm Incoas
Less Intarest on Investment
Returns to Labor & Management

14732.12
142t 00

10729.97 179314.39

14147.0 51+9&2
30715.71
121)414.53

21467.59
11140.28

5925.53 1$145.15 15728.12
395&i.49 111614.9

1128.95
1496,50

10)45+.6

6)45.14I

203514.13

p597.23

30813.145
121472.25

320.12 . '7 121436.1 18571.15 2027.61 1539.C4 $0.2ô . 3832)45 14809.19 l'47S6.95 153141.23

Cost p.r $100 Crop Product 52.37 14.6.00 249.33 68. + 61. 7 62.27 59.53 56.143 147.39 142.141 14531

eta]. income less total expense



Table 13. Costa and. retn.rns to operators with no acreage a11otunt by cultu.ral practice and size of fara. 2.00 d.ollar wheat.

Item

XpOI$eB
Real Property Tax
Personal Proterty Tax
Track Type Tractor
Combine
Pi1la.e quipLent
Wheel Tractor
Tracks
Pickups
Ltred. Labor
Spray Material
Seed.
ertt1izer

Buildings
Crop Insurance
Genera]. Farm Insurance

Total 8xpenaee

are

60
11014.18

785.18
287.50

559.36
256.05
390.00
360.00
632.04
352.80

1+80.00

l29.6
5921.36

Moltboa.rd Plow
}1ed.iu, Med.. L&.
Dollars) Dol1ars

914.44 856.50
136.96 207.146
5o6,i4 2223.92

1287.58 7914.13
450.00 631.25
209.65 284.40

630.07 993.14
282. 59 536.63

1025.00 1+340.00
51+0.00 731.25
948.09 1975.17
1705.56 3038.10
528.83 771.1+1
720.00 1500.00
183.84 361.94

o36g.75 19251.30

0 1 1 are

19714.77

371.86
3069.147

2945.06
1284.41

350.30
1721.99
364.1+1

494o,00
2730.00
3160.29
5116.80
2015.58
2400.00
527.0

-
68.06

985.44
8133.1+6

328. 16

614.00
214.41

31+0.00
546.00
632.014
769.60

368.00
127.145

are

607.23
164.70

1585.143
1099.13
706.25

725.57
286.68

1035.00
819.00
91+3.09

1075.56
528. 83

552.00
191.90

art

587.70
220.80
2914.10
1172. 69

9136.91

288.30
735.21
278.50

1+000.00

1706.25
1975.17
271+1. 70

777.141

1150.00
315,20

9389. 94

Incou from Wheat 16107.47 323.3.714 57380.00 966140.00 12907.31 25813.66 145980.00

et f..rni Incoms j 10186.11 2181413.99 38128.70 63666.03 6990.69 14858.24 26590.06Less Interest on Investment 1423.00 14147.50 5498,23 1211414,3 440.20.. 3986.49 14164.95
Returns to Labor & Managewent 9763.11 16397.1+9 32630.147 51523.0 6550.141 1QS1l.15 1+25.11

Cost per $100 Crop Product 36.76 32.19 59.00 34.12 5514 42.44 142.17

ncoae froe What less to

art) U.JOli*r$

1360.37 -
401.56 99.30
3925.77 1179.11

3703.58
1203.16 143.3l
290.50

r

1354.78 633.21
563.18

1494o.00 620.00

1170.00 796.00
3160.29 632.04
46i.6o 707.20
2015. 58
18140.00 1+80.00

31118.42 6543.36

771440,00 15806.79

146321.58 9265.43
9093.03 1496,50

8768.93

40.18 1+1.39

turn

914.44
176,54

1081.55
1191,59
656.25
300.90
6136.o6

280.59
950.00

948.09
1705.56

528.33
720.00

10483.35

art

856.50
227.26

2585.43
724.40
737.50
288.30

1100.78
303.04

2190.00

131.25
1975.17
2519.40
TI?. 41

1500.00

16304.12

31616)40 56316.30

21133.05 39511.88
5597.23

1S407.61 33914.65

33.16 29.84

L3

are

19714. 77

1437.1+0

3722.148
3320. 214

1634.41

233.05
11+67.99

673.64
5690.00
1950.00
3160,29
4243.20
2015.58
21400.00

33544.30

6io. 20

35.37



crops. Some of the characteristics of this measure are

discussed on page 5L..

The budgets in Tables 10, 11, 12, and 13 are made

up of many individual items of cost and income. An

explanation of the calculation of each item in the budget

can be found in Appendix I,

A significant difference in the budgets between

allotment and preallotment periods ia that barley appears

as a source of income when allotment programs are intro

duced, The program permits considerable freedom In the

use of diverted acres but 91.9 percent of the farm

operators visited planted barley on all their diverted

acres1

barley affects net farm income by lowering the gross

income figures, not by increasing ooata. it may be seen

from the budget that total expenses are somewhat lower

when both wheat and barley are produced. This occurs

primarily because fertilizer is not normally applied to

barley.

All measures of farm income reflect the prices re

ceived for farm products, In this study the wheat prices

to be used were assumed at the outset, it was necessary

to find a corresponding price of barley for each price of

wheat, Since acreage controls were introduced, the price

of barley has fallen relative to the price of wheat, As



production of barley increases barley prices continue to

decline relative to wheat prices. In 1955 and 1956

barley prices averaged 50 percent of wheat prices. In

1957 the spread became greater with a bushel of barley

returnin only L5 percent as nuch as a bushel of wheat

The relationship between wheat and barley prices in the

195557 period provides a meager basis for predicting

barley prices relative to the hypothetical wheat prices

used in the budgets.

Prior to acreage allotint prograna, the price of

barley held a fairly constant relationship with the price

of wheat. Recent studies show that the correlatton be-

tween the prices of the two grains is very high (r ; .91)

and that barley prices have historically averaged about

6o percent of wheat prices (15, p. 58). Even though this

relationship does not hold in today's market, it was used

as a neans of estimating barley prices fr given prices

of wheat. The corresponding prices at wheat and barley

used in the budgets were:

Per Bushel Per Bushel
Ice of Wheat Price of Ban
(lollars) (dollArs)

2.00 1.20
1.75 1.05

.90

Yield levels also affect farm income. Wheat yields
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were obtained and the response of wheat yields to terti-

user application was calculated front secondary sources

(11, p. 14.9). Barley yields were more difficult to

determine, Appendix II discusses the procedure followed

in determining barley yields.

CoxpariBon of the Budgets

Opinion among wheat farm operators holds that the

returns to farming under allotment conditions are corisi-

derably lower than returns would be if no restrictions

were present, This is unquestionably true if wheat

prices had continued at preallotment levels. However, a

careful quantatvo estimate of this differential does

not exist.

To partially answer this question the bar charts in

Figures 3, 14., and S were prepared, These bar charts comm

pare the returns to labor and management in the preallot.

meat period with those under the present allotment

program. Each figure represents a different cultural

practice.

A second comparison calculated for moldboard plow

farms from the data presented in the budgets reveals that

if the operators of small farms could plant all their

land to wheat, they would have to receive 1.114 dollars

per bushel in order to realize the same net farm income
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that they ire now realizing under allotment conditions.

The operators of niedium sized farms would need 1.51

dollar a per bushel and the nediumlarge and large farm

operators would need 1.28 dollars per bushel and 1.36

dollars per bushel, respectively, in order to maintain

their present net farm incomes, As will be seen later,

one of the reasons for the low price necessary for small

farms is that these farms are rented. if small farms

were owned, interest on investment would be larger and

the necessary price would be bicher. However, the con

clusion appears warranted that the freemarket price

Would need to be in the 1.15 dollar to 1.50 dollar range

for the farm operators to be as well off without an

allotment program as they are with allotments and 2.00

dollar wheat,

Government programs required wheat acreage to be

reduced to 65 percent of the base period acreage. The

land removed from wheat production has been seeded to

barley. Even though farm operators are now planting the

same number of acres to grain, the return for their labor

and nagement is only slightly more than 70 percent of

what it was in the preallotment period (Table 1) This

indicates that the opportunity cost of using land re

sources for wheat production is quite low, Under present

and historical price relationships the second best



alternative for cropland use is so inferior to wheat

that the most profitable land use on most farms is

obvious. When artificial controls or opportunities such

as acreage allotment and soil bank programs appear, land

use decisions become an important part of farm

inagemeut.

Table 114.. Returns to Labor and Management Under
Allotment Conditions as a Percentage of
Returns to Labor and Management During
Preallotment Periods by Cultural Practice
and Size of Farm.

Cultural 8ize Gz!oup I

Practice Small Medium 1Med.
I
Larg&j Average

Moldboard Plow 75.5 70.3 75.8 72.2 73,14.

Trashy Fallow 66.7 62.14. 66.1 614.7 65.0

Combination 76,6 71.14. 76.0 76.5 75.1

Average 72.9 68.0 72.6 71.1 71.2

Farm operators have been plagued with the tear that

the prices of wheat will fall to levels considerably

lower than those at present. The budgets in Tables 11

and 12 were included to discover a point below which

prices could not tall without forcing the more ineffi

cient farms out of the industry. A comparison and dis-

Cussion of these budgets is useful in estimating the

returns to farming under hypothetical low-price



assumptions. it may be noted that 'wtth wheat at 1.75

dollars per bushel only one farm (small farm, trashy-

tallow) had a return to labor and management below 1..,000

dollars and only two (small and medium farms, trashy-

tallow) received less than 5,000 dollars for their labor

and management.

When the price of wheat drops to 1.50 dollars per

bushel, five of the 12 budgets show returns to labor and

management below 5,000 dollars, three are below 1,0OO

dollars, and two are below 3,000 dollars. One budget

(medium size, trasbytallow) showed only 1,939.04 dollars

as a return to the operators labor and management.

The net farm income of Oregon's wheat-fallow farms

is compared with the net farm income of wheat farms in

other areas in Table 15. It can be seen that Oregon's

wheat-fallow farmers are receiving a return considerably

Table 15. Net Farm Income on Various Typos of
Wheat Farms for 1956 and 1957.

Year Wheat- corn- roughage- Wheat
wzea-
grain Wheat-

livestock livestock livestock sorghum I pea
(dol,) (dol.) (dol,) (dol.) (dol.) (dol.)

1957 3,776 5,066 4,40)4 5,608 5,5lL. 15,366

1956 6,930 3,278 2,899 3,764 2,332 13,363

Source: U. S. D, A, Agriculture trormation Bulletin
no. 176.



higher than most wheat farm operators throughout the

nation.

The tenure of the farm operator bear's an important

relationship to his ability to stay in business at the

lower price levels. As a greater proportion of a farm

comes under the ownership of the operator, a greater

charge must be made for interest on the oparators invest

mont. Interest on the operator's investment is not a

cash cost. It represents the income that could be

realized if the capital now invested in farming were in

vested in an interest bearing fund, Since it is not a

cash oost, interest on investment may be used to pay the

costs of farming or the costs of maintaining a household,

In view of this a farm operator who has a large invest

mont also has a large interest fund to draw upon when

meeting his expenses. Of course, if the farmer is in

debt, the interest on his indebtedness is a cash cost and

must be paid just as land rent must be paid.

Since net farn income ncludos both the return to

labor and management and the interest on investment, a

comparison of this measure is helpful. Small farms are

presented in the budgets as being fully rented by their

operators. The operator's investment is low so the dit.

tex'enoe between net farm income and returns to labor and

management is small. All other size groups have some



part of their land owned by the farm operators. In these

groups the interest charges are large enough. to nke

considerable differences appear between net farm income

and returns to labor and nagement.

When the price of wheat is 1.75 dollars per bushel,

only one farm (sn*11 Size, trashy-.fallow), has a net farm

income of less than 5,000 dollars. When a bushel of

wheat brings 1JO dollars, three farms (small farms in

each cultural practice) have net farm incomes of less

than 5,000 dollars and only the small farm under traahy.

tallow has a net farm income of loss than I,000 dollars.

Whereas the Lmall farm in the trashy fallow group has a

greater return to labor and management than the medium

farm of the same group, the net farm income or the medium

farm is nearly two times as great as that of the smaller

farm.

To more accurately show the relationship between

size, net farm income, and returns to labor and manage-

ment, Table 16 was prepared, In Table 16 net farm income

and returns to labor and management are presented as per

centagos of these same measures received by small farms

within each size group. Size as a percentage of small

farm size is also included in Table 16. y following a

particular column down through the table, the re1ation'

ship between size and net farm income or returns to labor



Table 16. Wet. farm income and returne to labor and management by
size and cuitw'al practice under varying price assump-
tions using small farm figures as a base of 100

I
I Returns to labor

Culthral practice percent L_Net
farm inoo__! and mana&ent

and jar a11 I $2oo1$1.75i$l.50
I

$2.00lo?5I$1.50
size of farm If aim sizef wheatlwh.attwheat

I atheatlwheatlwheat

Moldboard plow

Small

Medium

Medium large

Large

Trashy fallow

Small

Medium

Medium large

Large

C cb inati on

Small

Medium

Medium large

Large

100

150

312.5

5oo

100

150

312.5

500

100

150

3 S

500

100 100 100

217.8 221.2 226.7

371.14 3714.3 379.0

633.0 639.1 61.49.1

100 100 100

200.0 229.i.i 2140.1

356.2 1014.3 1423.2

600.0 712.9 758.9

100 100 100

235.5 238.7 21&k5

14314.9 1455.1 1470.9

690.2 708.7 711.8

100 100 100

156.14 11414.0 122.6

335.3 307.3 288.6

5014.6 1477.14 1431.0

100 100 100

i5.14 136.14 95.6

339.2 329.7 309.7

551.1 526.8 1471.2

100 100 100

i61.14 152.8 125.5

383.8 390.8 385.8

555.6 536.3 1478.6



and management may be seen. With whaat at 2.00 dollars

per bushel it can be seen that net farm income increases

by 633 percent while farm size increases only 500 per..

cent, Corresponding observations may be made far other

cultural practices, and other price situations.

Esturns tncreasing Size

turns to scale is the cost per 100 dollars of crop pro

duct. This measure is calculated for each budget

presented in Tables 10, 11, 12, and 13. It seexa

"Size" and "ecale' are often confused when reference
is made to increasing the magnitude of the farm

business0 Increasing scale refers to increasing all
resources in the same proportion. An increase in
size comes when the farm business is enlarged regard-
less of proportionality. While the size of the farm
can be increased through scale adjustments, most
changes in farm size are semi-proportional, that is,
some resources are increased at a relatively more
rapid rate than others. In this study, the changes
are nearly always changes in size (9, p. 360).



reasonable to assume that these figures should follow a

smooth curve within each cultural practice, However,

this is not the case, In most budgets the ll and

medium.a.large farms have costs per 100 dollars crop pro-

duct slightly higher than either the medium or the large

sized farms, This peculiarity occurs because of the

varied tenure patterns between size groups, As the per-

centage of land rented increases, so does the coat per

100 dollars of crop product, The high costs on the small

and medium-large farms may be partially explained by the

proportion of rented land on these farms,

Four additional budgets were set up in which the

tenure of the operator was standardized. These tour

budgets (Table 17) represent four sizes of farms opara

ted with moldboard plows by full owner-operators, The

price of wheat is assumed to be 2.00 dollars per bushel.

The cost per 100 dollars crop product on the four farms

in Table 17 were used as the basis of the dish curve in

Figure 6. Only 76 cents separate the highest cost per

100 dollar crop-product figure from the lowest figure.

This indicates that within the range presented, returns

to increasing size are nearly constant.

This dives us additional insight into the ability of

small farms to remain in production side by side with the

large units. The section dealing with cost curves
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Table 17. Qot and retirna to owner operators of moldboard. plow

farms by size of fara. 2.00 dollar wheat.

Item
Size of laim

Small M.diia__NSt._L, Large
(dollars) (dollars) (dollars) (dollars)

Xpenae
Real Property Tax 581.28 131414.14S 2755.92 4'147s. 614

Personal Property Tax 814,60 136.96 207.46 371.86

Track Type Tractor 1091,141 777.82 2628.98 3112.314

Combine 785.18 1287.58 7914.13 29145.06

Tillage Squipment 287,50 1450.00 631.25 12814.141

Wheel Tractor - 209,65 2814.40 350,30

Trunks 559.36 630.07 993.14 1721.99

Pickups 256.05 282.59 536.63 3614.14].

Rired Labor 390.00 1029.00 143140.00 149140,00

Spray Material 2140.00 360.00 1487.50 1820.00

Seed. 602.31 903.148 1882.25 3011.60

fertilizer 852.80 1279.20 2665.00 42614.00

Buildings 171.00 528.33 777.4]. 2015.58

Crop Insurance 457.60 686.140 1430.00 2288.00
General Farm Insurance l3.80 183.814 361.14 p27.03

Total !xpenses 6798.89 10069.90 2G776.01 33'495.72

Income
Wheat 157014,00 23556.00 149075.00 78520.00

Barley 4166,140 62149.60 13020.00 20832.00

Total Income 19870.140 29605.60 609.00 99352.00

st Farm Income 13071.51 19715.70 141318.99 65856.28

Less Interest on Inyestment 7687.28 1391.03 218.53
Returns to Labor & Management

_913.00
ro5s.1 12028.142 2927.96 140670,75

Cost per $100 Crop Prodet 314.22 33.55 33.146 33.71
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agement on the farnis budgeted in Table 17. It can be

seen that the relationshiç between size and return to

labor and rQanagement is nearly linear under the condi

tions presented in Table 17.

Co*t Curves

Individual farm operators often express the belief

that increased size results in increased effIciency,

Iconomic theory holds that btyond some point, dis

economies are L.kely to appear which will cause the per

unit costs to rise. A comparison of per unit costs of

produetiou (in this section the unit of cozuparison is

the per acre cost of production) will reveal sometbng

about the eoonmios of increased size and the most effi

cient size of farm.

size become apparent when cost curves such as thoae in

Figures 7, 8, and 9 are examined. These curves show the

per acre coats of farming different sized farms operated

by owneroperators. The eosta include interest on In

vestments. iaeea for the various cost curves were pro

vided fro .oudgets prepared by holding nchinery inven

tories constant over a rairge aL acreages. Using the
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small farm's machinery inventory, budgets were prepared

for each 100-acre interval between Lj40 and 8140 acres

(Curves Alt'). The medium farm's machinery inventory

was used as a basIs for budgets for each 100-acre inter-

val between 760 and 1,260 acres (Curves bBs). budgets

using the medium-large and large farms' machinery inven.

tories were prepared for each 200-acre interval, The

range for the medium-large farm was from l,i400 to 2,600

acres (Curves CC') while the larger farm's range was from

2,600 to 3,800 acres of cropland (Curves DD'). This

procedure did not vary between cultural practices.

Costs per acre of crop were calculated by dividing

the total expenses for each farm determined in the

budgets by half of that particular farm's acreage, These

per acre costs were plotted against size of farm and the

curves were drawn and presented Figures 7, 8, and 9.

It can be seen that the curves are discontinuous,

A discontinuity in cost curves occurs when some input ii

not divisible and must be added by large units or lumps,"

This is most easily demonstrated by showing that machinery

inventories include one or two tractors; they cannot

include one and one-half tractors. The curves shown get

their discontinuous form from the subetituton of a

larger complement of machines for a small complement,

The curves would be continuous if the size and capacity



of the machine employed on the farms varied in direct

proportion to the acreage,

By comparing the envelope curves, it can be seen

that the per acre costa of production on trashy-tallow

farms are considerably lower than per acre costs under

the other cultural practices. This is true because the

land on which traahyfallow is used is poorer quality.

Because of this, real property taxes and the interest on

investments in land are considerably lower than they are

in the other two cultural practices. It interest were

not included as a cost, per acre costs of production on

trashy-tallow farms would be only s4ghtly lower than

costs under the other cultural practices.

The envelope curves in Figures 7, 8, and 9

indicate that per acre costs of production tail rather

rapidly to about 750 acres of cropland. At this point

they flatten but continue to fall out to 2,500 acres.

Beyond 2,500 acres of cropland the per acre costs of pro-

ducing wheat increase.

The high costs of production on farms of small size

may be explained primarily by the fixed costs such as

depreciation and interest on the investment in machinery.

These fixed coats are not distributed over a sufficiently

large acràage with the result being high per acre charges.

More surprising perhaps is the rapidity with which per



acre costs fall and the degree of per acre cost effi

ciency which small farms are able to attain. It can be

seen from the envelope curves AA'A" that the 70O800

acre farms are operating at about theaame per unit costs

as the 3,5004,000 acre farms. Small farm operators are

able to reduce their costs by purchasing used machines aid

by performing nearly all of the labor requiring field

operations themselves.

The increase in costs above the 2j00-.acre size

deserves some special attention. The curves in Figures

7, 8, and 9 indicate that the dtseconomi es begin to appear

at about 2,500 acres of cropland, Table 18 is included

to indicate the relationship between the various costs of

farming on a per acre basis. It may be noted that the

total per acre costs of the medium, mediumlarge, and

large farms would form the familiar dish shaped curve it

they were plotted against size. Various costs withIn

the table also behave in this manner. The three items

which moat obviously demonstrate this behavior are cont

bine costs, spray materials, and the cost of maintaining

buildings. These three, along with several other items,

tend to overbalance any economies gained by increasing

size (such as wheel tractor coats) and cause the envelope

curves in Figures 7, 6, and 9 to increase beyond 2,500

acres.
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It can be seen that the per acre costs of operating

small farms appear to be lower than the per acre costs

on medium farms. This is a peculiarity brought about by

the discontinuous relationship between costs and increas

ing size.

The 960'..aore farm on the medium size curve is opal'-

ating at a higher per unit cost than the 610acre farm

on the small size curve. The envelope curve, however,

approximates a realistic continuous curve of per acre

coats.

Cost curves such as these partially explain why

wheat farms with 1,000 acres of oropland can exist side

by side with farms of up to 3,500 acres of cropland. If

grain prices were to fall to lower levels, the small farm

operator, even through his per unit cost is not greatly

higher than the large farmer's, may be faced with a

return to his labor and management Insufficient to main.

tam his farm and family.

Suinrnaz'i

In this chapter budgets for farming under allotment

and preallotment conditions were presented, compared, and

briefly analyzed. The only real difference between the

two conditions is that barley replaces wheat on 35 per

cent of the land in crop when allotment conditions exist.



When wheat acreage is reduced by 35 percent, the return

to a farmer's labor and management is reduced by an av

orage of nearly 30 percent,

When wheat prices tell to 1.75 dollars per bushel,

only one farm had a return to labor and management of

below 14,000 dollars, and only two showed this measure to

be under 5,000 dollars, When wheat prices were assumed

to be 1.50 dollars per bushel, five of the twelve bud..

gets had returns to labor and management below 5,000

dollars. The medium farm under trashy..tallow was low

with a return of l,939,0I. dollars.

Net farm income with wheat at 1.75 dollars per

bushel falls below 5,000 dollars on only the small farm

using traahyta1jow. With wheat at 1.50 dollars per

bushel, the small farm in each cultural practice had a

net farm income of less than 5,000 dollars.

When the relationship between owned iaid and rented

land varies between farm size groups, coat per 100

dollars of crop product cannot be effectively compared.

With tenure standardized at full ownership, a comparison

was made between size of farm and the cost per acre of

crop product, This cost varies only 76 cents from low

to high indicating nearly constant returns to scale.

Cost curves were presented for each cultural prac

tice again assuming that full owners were operating the



monte. The curves are dish shaped with the low point of

each curve being around 2,500 acres. The curves are

quite flat from 1,000 acres to 3,500 acres partially

explaining why the larger farms have not been able to

force the smaller farms out of the industry.



SW1MARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Oregon's wheat farmers have recently been faced

with adjustment problems and lowered returns because of

acreage allotments in wheat production. The main pur-

pose of this study was to provide up to date information

on the changes in farm organization which wheat farmers

have made since 1955 and to evaluate the economic effect

of the acreage allotment on the specialized wheat-fallow

farms of the study area.

The study area is made up of the wheat-tallow land

in the Columbia Basin in north central Oregon. This

includes the wheat areas in Wasco, Sherman, Gilliam,

Morrow, and western Umatilla Coimties. Preliminary

survey data was used to eliminate all but 507 farms from

a class of specialized wheat-fallow farms, The 507 farms

were stratified by three cultural practices and four size

groups before a sample of 60 farms to be visited was

drawn,

The farm survey was carried out to obtain basic cost

data and changes in organization which have taken place

on farms since 1955. Sixty-two useablo records were ob-

tained. The data from the records were used first to

make statements about farm organization and then for



making budgets for farms of different sizes and cultural

practices. Budgeting was used for the comparisons be-

cause of its simplicity and flexibility.

The organization of farns can be beet surrnmrizod by

a brief comment on siob point covered in Chapter III.

1. Farm size,

Fiftythree of the 62 farms visited had not

changed size since prior to l9I. The average

size of all farms visited in l98 was 99,9 per

cent of the same farmat l95I. average size.

The budgets include small farms (6L0 acres crop-

land, 180 acres range), medium farms (960 acres

cropland, 320 acres range), medium-large farms

(2,000 acres cropland, 320 acres range), and

large farms (3,200 acres cropland, 180 acres

range).

2. Tenure.

Small farms are generally fully owned or fully

rented. About one-third of the land on medium
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farms is rented. The medium-lar&e farms have 72

percent rented and the large farms generally have

60 percent of the cropiand rented from others.

3. Nearly 70 percent of

some livestock.

between 195t1. and 1957

farms increased by 10

income from livestock

year.

be cash.grain farms have

the number or cattle on

percent. The average gross

is about 2,000 dollars per

L4, Cultural practices,

I4oldboard plows have been the traditional method

of farming the wheatfa11ow land. Recently some

farmers on the area's lighter soil have turned to

trashy-ufallow for erosion control, Some farmers

use a combination of the two. The trashy-fallow

and combination practices require inveatonts in

new equipment.

5. Soils.

Soils range from shallow, sandy soils to deep,

heavy textured soils. The soil influences the

cultural practice to be used and is often respon-

sible for the severity of the erosion problem on

a particular farm.



6. Fertilization.

Use of fertilizer has increased so that now over

87 percent of the farms visited applied some

nitrogen. Farms under trashy-fallow require some

nitrogen to help decompose erp residues.

7, Capital investments.

Wheat farming in the Columbia basin requires

high investment, with the investments Varying

between cultural practices. The trashy-fallow

farms require the smallest capital outlay while

farms using a combination of cultural practices

had the largest investment.

Using the sizes and other attributes determined by

the analysis of farm organizations, budgets were set up

for farms of four sizes under three cultural practices.

In order to determine the effect of the government pro-

gram on farm income, budgets were constructed assuiang

preallotment conditions. A comparison of these two sets

of budgets indicates that while acreages were reduced an

average of 35 percent, returns to the farm operator's

labor and management were reduced by an average of 30

percent. This indicates that the alternative crops grown

in place of wheat are at best poor substitutes f or Wheat.

If farm operators were to be producing wheat with no



acreage controls, the price of wheat would have to be

within a range of from 1.15 dollars per bushel to 1.50

dollars per bushel In order for net farm Income to be

maintained at present levels.

Budgets were also prepared for the same farms

assuming prices considerably lower than present price

levels. With wheat prices at 1.50 dollars per bushel

the small farina have incomes of less than 5,000 dollars.

Only the small farm under trashytallow has a net farm

Income of less than 1.,000 dollars.

Since acreage controls were instituted in 1955,

wbeat.farm operators have been very interested in

increasing acreages. This has caused increased interest

in the economies of increased size, it was found that

heterogeneous tenure arrangements made comparisons of

the budgets difficult and the results confusing,: To

eliminate this dIfficulty the analysis of farm size was

carried out with tenure standardized at full ownership.

Analysis of cost per 100 dollars crop product indicated

that only 76 cents separated the most efficient from the

least efficient farm,

Cost curves indicate that the per acre coat of

production was lowest when farm size was at about 2,500

acres. Beyond thia point, oots begin to rise. The cost

curves developed were very flat from 700 acres to 3,000



acres partially explaining why the l:.rger farina have

been unable to force the anialler farms out of bu.iness,
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APPENDIX I

The Individual Cost Items

Budgeta are made up of a number of individual items.

The purpose of this appendix is to explain the oalcula

tiona of these costs in enough detail so that other

researchers could duplicate the calculations. A number

of the more intricate details and short cut steps have

been omitted from this discussion. The appendix will

include some general coimients regarding the individual

items and then will explain the items individually in

the order in which they appear in tables throughout the

text.

General Coients

Most costs are borne entirely by the operator of

the farm regardless of his tenure. Some costs, however,

are paid by the landlord and some are shared in definite

proportions, In the discussion of the individual items,

the first few words following the designation of the cost

to be explained will indicate whether the landlord or

tenant pay the cost or if it is shared.

The cost of operating track type tractors andm-

bined harvesters is directly related to the number of

hours the machIne is used each year. The number of
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hours of use is a function of the width of the

implements used. To determine the hours necessary for

various machines to cover given acreage, it was

necessary to follow these stops:

(1) Plot the acres covered per 10 hour day against

the width of the machine.

(2) Calculate least squares lines of the Y a / bx

type through the scatter diagram for each mdi-

vidual item of equipment. The correlation

between width and acreage covered was high with

correlation coefficients ranging from .628 to

.96L.

(3) Use the Y a a / bx line to estimate the hourly

capacity of the implements found in the normal

Inventories for each size and cultural practice.

This method was used to find the iours of annual use for

the Individual itens in the machinery inventory. Total

hours of tractor use could be found by summing the hours

of use of au implements which require tractor power.

With the above general comments In mind It is

possible to more clearly visualize the individual cost

items which follow.



iidividual Cost itemø

Real Property Tax

This charge is paid by the owner of the real prop-

erty. The small farm operatorz own no real property so

pay no real property taxes. Other size groups pay these

taxes on the proportion of the land WhiCh they own. It

is assumed that 11? a farm operator owns any land, he owns

the complement of buildings corresponding to his farm's

size,

Real property taxes are calculated by multiplying

the assessed valuation of land and buildings times the

millage rate. Assessed valuation in the area is 30 per

cent of the appraised value corrected for normal condi-

tions. The normal conditions factor for farm land in

Oregon is 80 percent. Therefore:

assessed valuation .30 (appraised value x .80)

The millage rate in the area averages about hO. This

figure was used in the study.

Personal property taxes

Paid in full by operator, Personal property taxes

are levied against all property owned by the farm opera

tor, This includes machinery, livestock, grain in

storage, etc. In this study, the only personal property

taxes which can be charged to the grain enterpriae



are the taxes on the machinery inventory. These taxes

are calculated by multiplying the present value of the

machinery inventory (one half its purchase prico) by 1.2

percent. This figure has been used recently by the

extension services' fa management specialists. Results

obtained using this basis have not differed greatly from

the actual tax bills paid by most farmers.

Track type tractor operation

Paid entirely by farm operator. The costs of oper

ating tractors is dependent upon th size of tractor and

hours of use. Eight sizes of tractors were included in

the inventories set up for the 12 farm budgets. One make

and model of tractor was chosen to represent each size.

For example the 60-65 horsepower range was represented

by the International Marvester which actually

elope 63 draw bar horsepower.

Physical inputs required to operate each tractor for

one hour were taken from Nebraska Test data £ or 1955,

1956, and 1957. These per hour requirements were priced

using current (une, 1958) prices. The per hour cost of

physical inputs was multiplied by the annual hours of

tractor operation to obtain the annual cost of fuels and

lubricants (23 and 25, p. 3328O).

Repair costs were difficult to obtain. The mail



questionnaire gave the following bases for tractor

repairs: Annual repair costs of new tractors can be

calculated at 6 percent of the purchase price. Annual

repairs on used tractors amount to 11 percent of the

price paid by the pre sent owner.

Depreciation charges were made on a straight line

basis assuming the life of a tractor to be 18 years arid

the scrap value to be 10 percent of the new price (17,

p. 7.10).

Combined harvester oporation

Paid entirely by farm operator. The calculation of

these coats followed a procediro similar to that followed

in calculating the coats of track type tractor operation.

Physical inputs data were obtained froxii Nebraska Tests

and other sources (23 and 25, p. 33280). The mail

questionnaire indicated that repairs could be calculated

as a percentage of the purchase price. New machines re

quired 7 percent and used machines 15 percent of their

purchase price for annual repairs.

Depreciation was calculated on a straight line

assuming 20 years of life for pull type machines and 12.5

years for self propelled combines. Scrap value was esti-

mated to be 10 percent of the oriina1 price.



?iilage equipx.nt

PaId by farm operator. Tiflage equipment requires

charges for repair and deprectation. Repair of tillago

eqi4pment was caIculat'd at 6.5 percent of the purchase

price per year. Depreciation was calculated as straight

line over 15 years of life with a scrap value of 10 per

cent of the purchase price.

Wheel tractor operation

Paid by farm operator, Wheel tractors are seldom

used fox' field operations in the study area. Some farm

operators use them for spraying weeds but most of the

wheel tractor's use comes from odd jobs around the farni

stead. For this reason it is diffIcult to determine how

riy hours wheel tractors are used each year. It was

assuaed that in all cases where a wheel tractor was

included in the eq.ipment inventory, the tractor was

used a total of 200 hours each year, The per hour cost

of operating wheel tractors was obtained from Pawson and

?uqna'a Unpublished Progress Report and Purdue Univorsity

Bulletin ECl36 (20, Table 18 and 214, p. 1013).

Paid by farm operator, Trucks get very little use

on Oregon's specialized wheatfallow farms. They are

used extensively during harvest and during seeding time



but the roinainder of the year they are not used to any

great extent, The farm share of truck use was assumed

to be 3000 miles per year. A cash cost of 6 cents per

mile was charged against one and ono-h*lf ton trucks.

Two ton trucks were charged cash costs of cents per

mile. insurance for the trucks is included in the

charges made for general farm inatu'anoe (20, Table 20).

Truck deprec±ation was a straight line charge over

1i. years of life. A 10 percent scrap value was assumed,

Pickup truck operation

Paid by farm operator, This charge is nearly iden-

tical to charges made against trucks. Pickups were

assumed to have a farm share of 3500 miles per year.

The cash costs were estimated at 4.1 cents per mile while

depreciation charge2 were straight line over 11 years

with scrap value at 10 percent of the purchase price (20,

Table 20).

Hired labor

Paid by farm operator, The days of labor normally

hired by farm operators in different size and cultural

practice situations was ascertained directly from the

farm survey, The rate of pay varied by the season.

During harvest, a day hand could expect to Deceive an

average of 20 dollars per day plus board and room. in



other seasons day labor received an average of 15 dollars

per day plus board and room.

Full time hands were found on the large farms in all

cultural practices. The mediumlarge farms under mo1d

board plows and under trashy..fallow also had full time

help, The average annual wage paid to full time hands

was 3,L80 dollars. Perquisites always included a house

and often included meat and electricity,

Spray material

Paid by the farm operator. Chemical weed sprays

are used throughout the area to control morning glory,

mustard, and tarweeds. Application is made in the spring

using either a ground rig or airplanes, The average

application is one and onehalt to two pints per acre.

The cost of spraying includes the cost of the material

(averaging 75 cents per acre) plus the cost of app1ica

tion. When airplanes are hired, the application charge

is 1,00 dollar per acre. When ground rigs are used, the

cost of application is included in the charges made to

tractors (114., p. 9),

FiTTI

Paid by farm operator. The cost of seeding varies

with the price of grain, The basic charge f or seed grain

is the selling price of grain plus 21 cents per bushel



for cleaning and treating. This lies to both wheat

and barley.

The seeding rate for wheat averag 55 pounds per

acre under all three cultural practices. Spring barley

was seeded at 5 pounds per acre and fail barley at 70

pounds per acre. Fall barley was planted on one-half

the acreage devoted to barley on the combination farms.

Pertilizor

This cost is shared by the owner and operator. The

owner euppites ond-third of all fertilizer applied to

his land.

In the budgets land under rnoldboard plows receives

L.i pounds of actual nitrogen. Trashy.$allow land re-

ceives 37 pounds and land under a cornbaination of

cultural practices gets 34. pounds. It can be noted that

these rates are slightly higher than the average rates

listed on page 31 of the text. Budgets were originally

prepared for three productivity levels: low, average,

and high, Rates of fertilization varied between roduct

ivity levels. The average productivity was slightly

higher than the average application made to all farms.

Almost all the fertilizer applied in the area is of

the aquaeous or gaseous type. Special equipment is re

ured to make applications of fertilizer. Noat



fertilizer dealers furnish the a DU3ators at no charge

with the purchase of the materials. Both types of

fertilizer common to the area (anhydroua ammonia and

aqua ammonia) cost 10 cents per pound of actual nitrogen.

Buildings

Paid by the owner of the buildings. Buildings re

quire annual reaire and must bear a depreciation charge.

Repairs were calculated at 3 percent of the nvestmsnt n

buildings per year. Depreciation charges were aacer

talned by astuning that the existing complement of build

ings had 30 years of remaining life. The charge was made

on a straight line basis (18, p. 134-114.2).

The farm survey showed that the investment in

buildings ás a percent of total investment increased a

farm size increased (Table 19). This 15 reasonable

because the larger operators have larger and more elator-

ate building facilities to house their heavier invest

ments in machinery, This has already beer. noted as a

reason for cost curves turning up beyond 2500 acres.

Crop insurance

price of grain. Although most of the study area is not

a high risk area t or grain production, farm operators do

insure their crops against wind, hail, and Lire damage,
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in this study it was assumed tha t e farm operator

purchased insurance on each acre assuraing the yield of

grain would be equal to the 10 year average yield,

Wheat crops were charged 2.50 dollars per 100 dollars

insurance and barley was charged 3.50 dollars per 100.

Table 19. Investment in Build ings as a Percent of
Total Investment in Land and Buildings by
C. .ltural Practice and Farri Size.

Size of l4oldboard Trashy-uFallow Combination
Farm

(percent) (percent) (percent)

Small 2.9 .5 2.9

i4edium i.0 6.1 L,O

l4ed...Lg. 1t.3 6.6

.FThI1

General farm insurance

Paid by farm operator. The rates for general insur

ance charges were obtained in the study area during the

preliminary and the farm surveys,

Buildings were insured against fire to 80 percent

of their present
value1 The rate was L7 cents per 100

dollars insurance, Equipment was insured against fire

and theft to 80 percent of its average inventory value,

The rate charged was 6o cents per 100 dollars insanee,

Liability insurance was carried on trucks, pickups,



and the ranch. Truck liability wc ;rged at 23.50

dollars per truck per year while pickups were 214.00

dollars per year. Liability insurance cn the farm was

assumed at a uniform rate of 23.2 dollars for all farns

regardless of size or cultural practice.

The state of Oregon requires farm operators to

contribute tund amounting to 2.6 percent of the farm's

payroll to the state Industrial Accident insurance Fund.

This charge was also icluded under general farm

insurance.

como itema

In the budgets only two sources of income are listed.

These are the two cash grains wheat and barley. The

bases for arriving at the prices for these grains was

discussed in Chapter 14 and will not be repeated hero.

The shares going to owners and operators have also been

discussed previously.

Interest on Investments

interest charges were made on all, capital invested

in land, buildings, and macbinary. Capital in land and

buildings was considered a long term investment and

interest was charged at 5 percent per annum. The capital

invested in machinery was considered an intermediate terni



inveatient 80 was charged 6 percet .ntorest,



In order to coistruct realistic budgets, it was

necessary to make some assumptions regarding the rela

tionshlp between wheat yields and barley yields. The

farm survey provided yiold data on both crops as reported

by 1.7 farm operators, Thie was a heterogeneous group

Containing farms from all cultural practices. Also

included were the few farm operators Who fertilized their

barley crops. Three lines of relationship ware develop.'

ad £ or the yield figures, a / bx, Y * bz, and

r. a / bx/ cx2 (Figure 10).

The / bi line was calculated fillet. This j

the connon least squares line of relationship. The

formula for the line was determined to be

Y * 16.5t/ ,5363x

The coefficient of correlation (r) was .626. This line

was found objectionable at the lower wheat yields. It

can be seen from Figure 10 that if the yield at wheat

were 20 bushels, the Y : a / bx line uld indicate that

barley yields would be 5 bushels per acre. In other

words, knowledge of existing conditions Would lead one to

believe that this relationship is unreasonable at lower

yield levels.
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To compensate for this objection the Y bx line

was calculated, The formula for this line is

Y * ,97L.8x

This is the simplest of all regression lines since it

passes through the origin of the figure and since only

the regression coefficient (b) must be calculated. This

line was rej3cted also because of its poor estimations

at the lower levels.

A third regression line as introduced to reconcile

the first two0 This is the curved line (line C) in

Figure 10. To develop a curved regression line for two-

variable data, one variable must be squared and entered

with the original variables in a multiple correlation

problem. The multiple correlation problem was solved

revealing the following formula for the curve:

12.2959 / .2369x / .0lfltx2

where x2 *

The resultant curve was chosen as a basis for esti-

mating the yield of barley for any given yield of wheat.

The multiple correlation coefficient (R) for the curve

is .6Ii4.

Although the curve fits the observations and the

logic more closely than either of the straight linea, it

is still not an accurate predictor of barley yields when

wheat yields are known. It is apparently a more accurite
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predictor at the lower than at th hher yield levels1

For use in this study, it is more important to have

accurate predletions at the lower yield levels, There

is rooii for considerable more research in this area.




